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Setting the Scene: British abstract painting in the sixties
“More actually goes on in a British non-figurative painting than in an American one” writes David Thompson in his Studio International essay of June 1966. He was a selector of the British Pavilion of that year’s Venice Biennale. The painters were Bernard and Harold Cohen, Robyn Denny and Richard Smith, with the sculptor Anthony Caro. He tells how British art had been shaken out of its provincialism by American painting. Now we have a generation that defers to no one in ambition and originality. Their works have a complexity that is distinctively European. 
At the time I was a young and impressionable student at St Martins. Over the next decade I got to know most of these artists, sometimes as tutors at college. The talk was about taking sculpture and painting to a new place. A sculpture could be anything. A painting could be triangular or have a zigzag contour. The smells were different: no longer turpentine, but acrylic medium, spray-guns, cotton duck, and spools of masking tape (used for those ’hard’ edges) snagging on the studio wall. I recall the hushed excitement when Caro’s ‘Prairie’ was first shown at the Kasmin Gallery, or when the latest issue of Studio International landed on the mat. If ‘English’ meant backward, Bohemian, literary, inward looking, tortured, pastoral and derivative, then this art was no longer English. It had become something else: airy, softly spoken, well dressed. It was professional and efficient, with no loose ends. 
The influence of American painting is there to be seen - not least in the scale and the feeling that anything was possible. Artists traveling to New York felt liberated from the inhibitions of London. Mention of ‘the sixties’ triggers the clichés, the stripes and the psychedelic swirls of the ‘swinging’ sixties, which were motifs both in abstract painting and in pop culture. There was some overlap – Richard Smith’s protruding cigarette packets – but for the most part the way these paintings and sculptures looked came from first principles, from thinking ‘what if?’ The strategy was first declared in the 1960 exhibition, ‘Situation’.
The Venice Biennale artists were among those who signed a letter to the Sunday Times in 1963, protesting against an article by David Sylvester. He had described Francis Bacon’s paintings in terms of the idiosyncrasy of the gentleman amateur. “Amateurism”, their letter says, has been strangling British Art”. Sylvester “seeks to drag British Art back into the suffocating club atmosphere of amateurism and dilettantism at a moment when for the first time in this century, a generation of artists has taken up a position outside it and against it.” Some idea of how these sides shaped up can be found in John Piper’s 1961 answer to a question about British art and an international style: “The real merit of British painting is that, it is at its best romantic, unclassical, particular, fanatical, self-obsessed and the result of close observation in a misty country that has longish winter evenings.”
I have to remind myself that encountering ‘contemporary’ art at all at that time was rare, and not at all what it is today. You could go round all the galleries in London twice in an afternoon. By today’s standards the Tate was deserted. Studios were in rooms in flats or houses – this was before redundant industrial buildings became the norm (SPACE was founded by Bridget Riley and Peter Sedgley in 1968). So the 2 meters by 2 meters minimum size requirement for the Situation show is modest by today’s standards. Seeing an exhibition of these sixties paintings recently I was surprised by the scale.  Everything was in proportion to the hand, even the grids. The art world was a village. Air travel was an adventure. When Clement Greenberg came to London at the suggestion of Lawrence Alloway, sculptors clubbed together to pay his fare.  
At the time ‘American’ painting was spoken of as if there really was something distinctly American about it. Both the Abstract Expressionist and the cool ‘post-painterly’ artists had purged the mannerisms of the School of Paris - the shuttling planes of cubism, the arty impasto, the balanced composition. It looked stale. The London sixties painters had a phrase for fifties painting: ‘Bric-a-Braque’. So when David Thompson and others spoke of ‘more going on’ they were thinking of the contrast with the American ‘one shot’ idea, the painting immediately ‘got’ by the eye. The complex, layered, woven paintings of the British would reveal their subtleties little by little. You might argue that the pared down simplicity of Rothko and Barnett Newman was not about instant gratification. Equally, a painting full of fragmented forms, such as a Harold Cohen of the time, could be caught in a glimpse. But Thompson did have a point, and these painters never fell under the spell of any American guru.
‘One shot’ could also mean that the painting had the look of being made in one go, without hesitation or revision – Kenneth Noland’s targets were the prime example. This is where there may be more of a distinction. There is a trait in English painting, aptly called ‘the hard-won image’, that cultivates difficulty for its own sake. Paintings are not supposed to look easy. The Euston Road School made Cezanne’s hesitant brush-strokes into method painting, measuring and translating London scenery into a mesh of close-toned greys. Despite their aversion to small-mindedness, the sixties painters could use an equivalent method – a ‘process’ - that once set in motion had to be followed through like clockwork to its logical conclusion. The resulting image is determined by the initial instruction, not a series of judgments and corrections. It is not an all-out, explosive type of painting. It is cautious, more like a meditation, a proposition about what art could be. There is no sense of the unimpeded release, of the visual hedonism of New York painting.
This phase of British abstract art felt like high summer – fresh-cut lawns, long afternoons, clear skies, time standing still. But perhaps I recall it this way because of what followed, the merciless winter. By the end of the sixties, and throughout the seventies, ‘colour field’ painting became a different kind of target. Fairly or unfairly Greenberg’s aestheticism, his concept of ‘modernism’, suffered repeated onslaughts. First the pared down symmetries of minimal art, and then the opaque texts of conceptual art, stripped away any murmuring colour. Only an austere ‘dematerialized’ art would do. Painting as a whole was derided as ‘colour art’, as ‘playing with pigment on cloth’. With the Vietnam War, the oil crisis, the mood had turned against the USA, against consumerism. Critics railed against ‘modernism’ for its alleged ideological sins as much as they railed against ‘capitalism’. By the mid-seventies ‘Studio International’ was in the hands of an editor who cut the coverage of painting to zero, maintaining it was ‘over’ as a progressive force. He gleefully wrote of ‘drawing blood’ when subscribers cancelled their subscriptions in droves - shortly afterwards the magazine closed. Predictably in the eighties the same critics proclaimed the resurgence of painting. Painting of any kind does not come to a halt just because commentators lose interest in it for a while, yet some reputations had suffered from the big chill – at the same time Prince Charles’ diatribes against ‘modern architecture’ killed off major projects. As for the ‘pro-modernists’ or the ‘post-modernists’, these painters mixed and matched, indifferent to the manifestos and studied ‘carpentry’ of the hardedge sixties. That was ‘reductive’. They wanted free flowing form, stream of consciousness painting.  Figuration, turpentine, splashiness, loud textures, frames, came to symbolize ‘commitment’ to painting. 
But whether ‘reductive’ or with ‘a lot going on’, this thread of abstract painting was never broken. Bernard Cohen’s later paintings left viewers astounded - rhapsodic patterns and electrifying dissonances. They are among the great achievements of modern painting. In Harold Cohen’s sixties paintings you find the codes and fragmented diagrams that lead directly to his computer works. In California he developed Aaron, his software alter ego, which incorporates his painterly sensibility. The lush organic-seeming foliage has the flavour of authentic painting, though it has been imagined by a machine He is a true pioneer, recognized throughout the world for opening the door onto a new age. John Hoyland’s early work has signs of the restlessness, the energy, the riskiness, the belligerence, the fabulous tropical palette of his latest work.
Abstract painting in Britain has this history of hostile reception – it goes way back to the thirties. It has been attacked for being foreign, formalist, leftist, rightist, meaningless, decorative, decadent, modern, dated, lacking moral purpose, and so on. Abstract painters have had to fight their corner. Some have found more rapport overseas - almost half the artists in this exhibition emigrated to the USA. Is it just a coincidence that in their later work you find signs of this defiant self-sufficiency, forms clashing and battling with each other? Some, writing as critics, were the strongest advocates. In the fifties Patrick Heron wrote eloquently championing the cause of his St Ives colleagues. Much later, he challenged the subservience to what he saw as American self-promotion. You find the same weaving skirmishes in his great ‘wobbly hardedge’ paintings of the seventies.
In the seventies Stephen Buckley’s homemade, stitched together canvases were interpreted as bandaged, a response to the unhealthy condition of painting. (They also followed on from Richard Smith and Jasper Johns.) Sometimes perceived ‘positions’ miss the point. There was an element of gamesmanship. Barry Flanagan’s piles of sand and soft-looking sculpture were seen as a critique of Caro’s sculpture. In a recent tribute to Flanagan - Flanagan died this August - Caro recalled with pride how as a student Flanagan responded to a project. The students were asked to make a sculpture of a noise. While the others struggled with pieces of wire and wood, Flanagan came into the studio carrying a great lump of clay. He threw it at the wall where it made a loud ‘clump’ and said, “There, that is my sculpture”. The creativity of that period came from such confrontations – the lively arguments at the weekly ‘Sculpture Forums’ at St Martins. It was never doctrinaire at that time. Lateral thinking, eccentricity, oddity, were all respected. Flanagan had been drawing at Regents Park zoo, and when he turned ‘figurative’ with his hares this was another move sideways – like his conversation that stopped mid-sentence, leaving you hanging in the air.
Earlier this year I came away from the Kandinsky retrospective at the Pompidou Centre feeling inspired. How had he managed those late geometric paintings? They were stunning. One factor that stuck in my mind was that he made them in a small flat in Paris with a low ceiling. That was why they were so horizontal. The fashion in the seventies was to dismiss these paintings as ‘tight’, as dated and ‘European’. We preferred the early loose ones. Nowadays those distinctions mean less, as do the squabbles of the sixties and seventies. Of course, not everything looks quite as fresh now as it did at that time, but the painters who followed on from the pioneering free thinkers of the sixties do owe them a debt. We live in a different age, more comfortable in a material sense certainly, better equipped in terms of communications and technology, but also disillusioned with the future. Looking again at these paintings of the reminds me of a time when abstract painting really was the future. I like to think we can take it on somewhere else from here.

